Mongol Olle Trail

Mongol Olle Trail Signage

Jeju Olle Trail, a long distance walking trail locates in Jeju
Island, South Korea has linked Jeju’s nature and culture by
hiking trail. Mongolia has a special relationship with Jeju
Island since 800 years ago.
Mongol Olle Trail has been developed by Jeju Olle Foundation, Jeju Tourism
Organization and Ulaanbaatar City to unveil
true Mongolia, and opened in June 2017.
Mongol Olle Trail is the 2nd overseas trail
opened by Jeju Olle Foundation after Kyushu
Olle Trail in Japan.

User Guide

Mongol Olle Color

 roup travel is recommended in Mongolia.
G

●

 est period of hiking is from June 10th to September 20th.
B

●

 repare the high ankle trekking shoes to protect ankle and bring wind
P
break jacket.

 repare drinking water, snack, lunch box, etc. Do NOT drink river water.
P
●P
 repare sunglasses, sunscreen, lip balm, hat etc. to prevent the burn
from strong sun and dry weather.
●

Mogolian Harmony Yellow

●

Ribbon

Starting Point Information

Blue and yellow ribbons are tied
on pipe or utility poles.

Map and things to be aware of
are written in both English and
Mongolian on the point. Ribbons
are tied to the pole and Ganse is
installed next to the information
plate.

Glimpse of Mongolia

 e careful of dogs in the rural area. They may be wild and may have
B
rabies.
●T
 here are a lot of bugs in the grassland during summer. To prevent bug,
try not to wear perfume. It is a good idea to spray insect repellant on
the body.
●
●

Known as Chingiz Khan’s country and nomadic nation, Mongolia has a
history of conquering the world while traveling with horses. Most of the land
consists of deserts and dry steppes. Habitation and farmland compose less
than 1% of the land. Mining and ranching are the country’s main industry.
There is a one-hour time difference between Korea and Mongolia. It takes
Russia
approximately three hours to fly from Incheon.
Ulaanbaatar

Mongolia
China

Бууз
Buuz
Steamed dumpling filled with minced lambRepublic of Korea
Хуушуур Khuushuur Fried dumpling filled with minced lamb
JEJU
Хорхог Khorkhog	Lamb, potatoes, and carrots cooked in a container
with hot stones and water.
Цуйван Tsuivan
Fried noodle with meat. Everyday dish in Mongolia
Айраг
Airag
Fermented horse milk (type of fermented liquor)

Japan

Ganse

Saddle Ganse

Ganse resembling the Jeju Pony
is the symbol of Jeju Olle. Follow
the route to the direction where
head of Ganse points at. 1~2
Ganses per route are installed on
the top of hills.

Located at the beginning and
end of the route. Black saddle
is attached to the pony shaped
Ganse. S stands for starting point
and F stands for finishing point.

 ring basic medicines and emergency kit.
B
Bring trash bags because you have to take your own trash back.
 ou may not be able to find toilets on the routes. Negotiate with nature
Y
and yourself. Avoid defecating near Ovoo, rivers or lakes (the main
source of drinking water for nomads), and marmot holes, etc. Wet
wipes and foldable umbrella may be useful.

Emergency
●


Ambulance
103

●


Police
102

●


Forest
fire 101

Inquiries
In Korea

Language
Hello
Thank you
Help
Lamb
Beef
Dairy Products
Cheese

 o not get close to or follow yaks, goats, sheep or horses. If you have to
D
pass them, do not stand or walk behind the animals as they may kick
you with their back hind legs.

●

●

Foods

Route 01 Mt. Bogdkhan · Route 02 Mt. Chinggis

●

Сайн байна уу
Баярлалаа
Туслаарай
Хонины мах
Үхрийн мах
Цагаан идээ
Бяслаг

Sain baina uu
bayarlaa
tusalare
Honinimakh
Muhuringmakh
Chagangide
bjaslag

Local Specialties
Natural fabric such as cashmere, felt, leather, wool, Chaga(mushroom),
dairy products, beef jerky
1st edition 2017. June. Created by carrot202 Jeju, KOREA

Jeju Olle Trail ☎ +82 (0)64 762 2173

E-mail jejuolle@jejuolle.org

In Mongolia
Arrow

Current Location and
Distance Travelled

Blue arrow used to be seen on
Jeju Olle Trail guides to clockwise
direction.

Located at spots 3, 5, 7, 9, 11km
away from
starting point.

Tourist information and promotion center
● Phone: +976 7010 8687
● Fax: + 976 7011 8687
● E-mail: mail@tourism.ub.gov.mn
● Web site: www.tourism.ub.gov.mn
● 1st
 floor, City government building-#4, Baga toiruu-15, 4th khoroo,
Chingeltei district, Ulaanbaatar city
Жуулчны мэдээлэл сурталчилгааны төв, Нийслэлийн Засаг
захиргааны 4-р байр, 1-р давхар, Бага тойруу-15, 4-р хороо,
Чингэлтэй дүүрэг, Монгол улс

MONGOL
OLLE TRAIL
Монгол Оллэ

Mongol Olle Trail Монгол Оллэ

01

Route

Mongol Olle Trail Монгол Оллэ

02

Mt. Bogdkhan Богдхан уул

Route

Mt. Chinggis(Gorkhi-Terelj National Park) Чингис уул(Тэрэлж үндэсний цэцэрлэгт хүрээлэнд байрлана)

Ger Гэр The ger is the traditional dwelling of the nomads in Mongolia. It is
usually equipped with beds, table, and a firewood stove. Doors of ger are always
facing south. When entering a ger, never step on the threshold, pass between
the two central pillars, and hand over foods between the pillars.

Wishing Stone Хүслийн хад Geographical features with huge granite above
the surface are uncommon in Mongolia which is consisted of desert and
grasslands. Eagle training spot used to be on the top of the rock.
Night Sky Full of Stars You can observe a night sky full of stars, if you stay a
night at the Ger Camp in Gorkhi-Terelj National Park. Stars fill the sky by the
end of the month when moonlight becomes lighter.

Ovoo овоо Ovoo is a shrine in Mongolian folk religious practice. It is custom to
stop and circle an ovoo three times in clockwise direction, make a prayer for
god of land, and pile up a rock above ovoo.
Wildflowers The grassland of Mongolia in summer is full of wildflowers.
Surviving the heavy snows in winter and the sandblast in spring, wildflowers
start blooming in mid-May and fully bloom in June, July, and August with
occasional rain.

Grazed Livestock and Herdsman There are more numbers of sheep, cow,
horse, and yak grazed in grassland than human population in Mongolia. You
can easily meet Herdsmen in Gorkhi-Terelj National Park. Cashmere, one of the
local specialties of Mongolia, is made with yak’s hair.

Ulaanbaatar
Улаанбаатар

Transportation

Land Art of the Clouds Shadows on the massive grassland made by chunks
of cloud create amazing art. The clouds accompany trekkers throughout the
journey.

Transportation

Ulaanbaatar
Улаанбаатар

Length : 14㎞

Getting to Starting Point Ulaanbaatar Улаанбаатар → Khonkhor Village Хонхор тосгон

Duration : 5~7hours

Level of Difficulty : Medium

Four uphill and downhill stretches continue one after another at the beginning
Ulaanbaatar
Улаанбаатар

of the route. The latter part of the route consists of downhill stretches and fairly
flat land. The route starts at Khonkhor Village located 25km east of Ulaanbaatar.
A small store, local restaurants and a school are clustered together in the cozy
town. Following along the alley toward the mountain for 200m, the vast plain
and ridges of Mt. Bodgkhan unfold.

Mongol Olle Route 1 begins with the entrance of Mt. Bogdkhan, a natural

reserve where hunting and logging are prohibited. Regardless of Mt. Bogdhkan’s
recognition as one of the best trekking spots in summer time for its marvelous
views, wildflowers and well-preserved nature, no signage to guide trekkers
existed until the opening of Mongol Olle. Upon climbing to the top of the first
hill of Mt. Mogdkhan, where a number of hills are lined together, you will be right
in the center of the massive flatland surrounding the mountain. A small Ovoo
(shrine built up with piled rocks) appears and blue pony Ganse on the top of the
hill guides the route.

As soon as you reach the top of the hill, right before your breath runs out, you’ll

be mesmerized by the unexpectedly amazing view. A view of a coniferous forest
can be seen on the far left and passing trains going from Beijing to Moskva on
the far right. Try not to deviate from the course, as a military camp is based in the
forest. The Gunjvil Tourist Camp (Tourism Ger) is about halfway along the route.

Turn right at the Ger Camp, pass the Ovoo on the right, and go into the forest
following the ribbons on the utility poles. A wide range of views of the downhill
stretch begins as you leave the small forest. An abandoned concrete building
where the military camp once stood is visible at the bottom on the right. After
passing a flat downhill stretch and following the flatland, you will arrive at the
finishing point, the Tuul Rail Junction.

01 Driving
The starting point of Route 1 is in Khonkhor Village Хонхор тосгон, a village located
25km to the East from downtown Ulaanbaatar. Turn left onto the road that
continues from Ulaanbaatar and drive 1km to the center of the village. Walk
200m along the alley toward Mt. Bogdhkhan and take a right turn toward the
mountain. The starting-point information plate of Mongol Olle is visible at the
entrance of the mountain.
02 Public Transportation Bus Number XO:11
•Bus Stop: Take bus at the first stop to Khonkhor Village at Traditional
Market Халдвартын буудал bus stop and get off at the last stop, Khonkhor
Village Хонхор тосгон
•Bus Schedule: First bus departs at 7:30am and the last bus departs at 9pm in
44 minute interval. However, fixed time table doesn’t exist.
•Bus Fare: Adult 700MNT, Child 200MNT
From the finishing point Tuul Juction Station Туул зөрлөг → Ulaanbaatar Улаанбаатар
01 Public Transportation Bus Number XO:11
•Bus Stop: Pass the underpass under the railroad passing Tuul Rail Junction
and walk to the motor road. Cross the road to the Urgah Naran Horoolol Ургах
наран хороолол
bus stop. It takes 15 minute walk from finishing point to bus stop.

Recommendation
It is difficult for foreign tourists to use public transportation or taxis. Hiring a
driver and a car at a local guesthouse or a travel agency is a common method of
travel in Mongolia.

Getting to Starting Point Ulaanbaatar Улаанбаатар →
Mt.Chinngis(Gorkhi-Terelj National Park) Чингис уул(Тэрэлж Үндэсийн Цэцэрлэгт хүрээлэн)
Ulaanbaatar
Улаанбаатар

Length : 11㎞

Duration : 3~5hours

Level of Difficulty : Easy

The route travels through Gorkhi-Terelj National Park, which is designated as a
UNESCO World Natural Heritage site. Gorkhi-Terelj National Park, located 42km
east of Ulaanbaatar, possesses grasslands, enormously high granites and the Tull
River. It is a circular course that returns to the starting point with a dramatic view
of the flatland at the beginning and a mountainous section in the latter part.

Walk toward the right of the Ger Camp after crossing the field and continuing
to a gentle downhill stretch from the entrance of the Gorkhi-Terelj National Park.
Signage ribbons guide you throughout the journey. Trees are lined along the
Tull River in front of the grassland. Travel the road along the river by passing two
stepping stones built by Korean volunteers residing in Mongolia.

As you hike the route with trees and the river on the right, rocky mountains

with oddly shaped rocks come closer and an uphill stretch between the ridges
begins. Even with the steep hill, the jaw-dropping view of ridges of the mountain
top revealed on the horizon will blow your mind. It is the first and the last uphill
stretch in the route. Turn back and enjoy the breathtaking view which won’t let
you move forward.

Reaching the end of the ridges, a 360 degree panoramic view of Gorkhi-Terelj

National Park unfolds. At the top of the mountain on the right, the ‘Black Flag
Ovoo’ appears. Go around the Ovoo and continue on downhill toward the
finishing point. You may see a wishing stone in the center of the magnificent
rocky mountain. Follow downhill with the rocky mountain and a stone penis
on the right and you’ll finally arrive at the finishing point where the hike first
started.

01 Driving
Gorkhi-Terelj National Park is 42km away from
Ulaanbaatar to the East. Pass the ticket box
(Foreigners Entering Fee 3000MNT) of Gorkhi-Terelj
National Park and drive down the steep downhill
for 5 minutes. Another hill appearing is the starting
point where Ger Camp advertisement stand is nearby.

Ger Camp Advertisement
Stand on the right side of the
road, next to the starting point.

02 Public Transportation Bus Number XO:4
•Bus Stop: Take bus at Palace of Culture МҮЭСТО урд bus stop
•Bus Schedule
- 16:00 Depart from Ulaanbaatar Palace of Culture МҮЭСТО урд
- 1 1:00 Depart from Ulaanbaatar Palace of Culture
(June 1st to September 31st only)
•Bus Fare : Adult 2300 MNT, Child 1200 MNT
•Since there is no bus stop at the starting point of Mongol Olle, tell the
destination to driver know prior to getting off (refer to the Ger Camp
advertisement stand).
From finishing point(same as starting point)
Mt.Chinngis(Gorkhi-Terelj National Park) → Ulaanbaatar
01 Driving The starting point and the finishing point are same.

02 Public Transportation Bus Number XO:4
•Bus Schedule: Bus passes by the finishing point of Mogol Olle around 8:00
am. You should wave to stop a bus as there is no bus stop.

Recommendation
Since bus departing from Ulaanbaatar(departs at 4pm) arrives Gorkhi-Terelj
National Park at 5pm, make a reservation at Ger Camp and stay a night. Since
bus going back to Ulaanbaatar leaves at 8am, you have to add a night.
Hiring a driver and a car may be more convenient.

